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Krous [1] recently published ‘‘a plea to use sudden infant

death syndrome as a cause of death’’ instead of a cause

of death related to asphyxial risk factors that are non-fatal

per se. It is interesting to note that Gilbert-Barness and

Barness [2] published an invited editorial in 1993 that

made a completely opposite plea. They reasoned that SIDS

is not a cause of death, but rather a term for a death of

unknown cause, and concluded as follows:

We make a plea that the term SIDS [Sudden Infant

Death Syndrome] be abandoned and the diagnosis

sudden infant death be substituted, with the qualifi-

cations implicit in each case. It is only by so doing

that we will identify the causes of sudden infant

death. [2]

To resolve these apparent diametrically opposed points

of view, it is suggested that the World Health Organiza-

tion’s (WHO) 10th International Classification of Diseases

for SIDS of R95 be modified. WHO has already added new

codes R95.0 for SIDS with mention of autopsy and R95.9

for SIDS without mention of autopsy for implementation in

January 2013 [3]. Perhaps codes such as R95.1, R95.2, and

R95.3 could be added for autopsied sudden infant deaths in

supine, prone, and side final sleeping positions, respect-

fully, R95.4 could be used for other circumstances (e.g. in a

car seat) and R95.0 could then be used when autopsied, but

final sleep position was unknown or not mentioned.

In summary, it is proposed that such a distinction within

10ICD R95 would answer both the pleas of Dr. Krous and

Drs. Barness, by distinguishing those cases where a change

of sleep position from prone to supine could have possibly

saved the infant from the sudden death.
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